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1 | INTRODUCTION

The expansion of transcatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR)

toward lower‐risk often younger populations makes coronary access

(CA) an increasingly relevant issue for the lifetime management of

aortic stenosis.1 CA can be challenging or unfeasible due to anatomical,

procedural, or transcatheter heart valve (THV)‐related factors.2–4 Prior

studies have reported more challenging CA following use of supra‐

annular self‐expandable valves (SA‐SEV) due to the taller stent frame,

higher leaflet position, and commissural posts.2,3 Dedicated cannula-

tion techniques have been described to help operators achieve CA

following the implantation of SA‐SEVs.5,6 However, to date, these

techniques have only been described for the Corevalve/Evolut SA‐SEV

(Medtronic). The ACURATE neo2 (Boston Scientific) is another SA‐SEV

with a different design philosophy that consists of a short lower‐stent

frame connected to open upper stabilization arches. The potential

impact of this different design on cannulation techniques, particularly

in the challenging setting of valve‐in‐valve TAVR (ViV‐TAVR) proce-

dures has not yet been evaluated.

Therefore, we performed ex vivo simulations of CA in a

patient‐specific ViV‐TAVR model connected to a pulsatile flow

simulator to replicate in vivo conditions (Supporting Information:

Figure 1). The silicone‐based anatomical model was created using

computed‐tomography data of patients with degenerated aortic

surgical bioprosthesis scheduled for ViV‐TAVR. An ACURATE

neo2 size S valve was implanted inside a Carpentier‐Edwards

Perimount 25 (Edwards Lifesciences) surgical bioprosthesis.

Simulations were performed under two different configurations;

commissural alignment (defined as 60° overlap between coronary

ostia and commissural post) and commissural misalignment

(defined as less than 15° overlap between coronary ostia and

commissural post). Expert operators cannulated both coronary

ostia under fluoroscopic guidance using a range of different

diagnostic and guiding catheters. The movements of the cathe-

ters and different cannulation approaches to the coronary ostia

were visualized by the operators using an internally mounted

borescope camera.

Multiple cannulation approaches were possible with the

ACURATE neo2 in a ViV‐TAVI setting (Figure 1). These different

approaches were feasible due to the unique split‐level design,

which consists of a short lower stent frame combined to upper

open stabilization arches. CA was possible either via an internal
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approach going from inside the valve frame between the

stabilization arches or by an external approach whereby the

catheter bypassed the valve frame. Additionally, a mixed internal/

external approach was possible due to the open‐celled stabiliza-

tion arches. Fluoroscopically, it was not easy to understand

whether the cannulation was performed internally, externally, or

by a mixed approach (Figure 1).

The internal and external cannulation approaches for the left

and right coronary ostia were possible with the use of both 6 Fr

diagnostic or guiding Judkins left, Extra back‐up, Amplatz Left,

Judkins right, and internal mammary catheters (Boston Scientific)

(Figures 1–3). Despite severe commissural misalignment, both the

internal and external cannulation approaches were still feasible,

with different diagnostic and guiding catheters. The open cells of

the stabilization arches allowed sufficient space to manipulate a

catheter for the internal approach, while in the external approach,

the catheters were able to bypass the obstructive commissural post.

An internal cannulation approach resulted in more co‐axial

supportive cannulation, which would be favorable when performing

complex percutaneous coronary interventions (PCI). However, during

internal cannulation, the catheters were more likely to interact with

the THV leaflets. The internally mounted camera highlighted a

spectrum of catheter‐leaflet interactions, from no leaflet interaction

to complete leaflet pinning during systole and diastole (Figure 4). The

use of more supportive guiding catheters such as the Amplatz Left 1,

increased the potential for leaflet interaction and pinning. Although

the hemodynamic consequences of these leaflet interactions is not

known, its likely that complete pinning of leaflets, especially during

diastole, would impair leaflet coaptation resulting in free aortic

regurgitation and subsequent hemodynamic compromise.

F IGURE 1 Multiple cannulation pathways with ACURATE neo2. Bench model, fluoroscopic, and endoscopic views of the different
cannulation pathways possible with the ACURATE neo2 valve. Fluoroscopically, there was little to distinguish between the different cannulation
pathways observed using the borescope camera. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Operators should be aware of this potential to disrupt valvular

function and subsequent hemodynamic status when cannulating

through an internal approach. To reduce the interaction and pinning

of THV leaflets, operators can reposition and retract the guiding

catheter upward, change the shape of the guiding catheter or select

an external cannulation approach that avoids the leaflets entirely. An

external approach may also reduce the interaction between coronary

catheters and any additional devices placed internally through the

valve, such as balloons, additional valves, or left‐ventricular support

devices. However, the lateral approach of the catheter toward the

coronary ostium can lead to a less co‐axial and selective cannulation.

2 | LIMITATIONS

Despite the growing clinical experience with this valve platform,

particularly for ViV‐TAVI procedures,7,8 use of the ACURATE

neo2 valve to treat degenerated surgical bioprosthesis remains

off‐label currently. Compared to other long‐frame SEVs,

the unique split‐level design consisting of a short lower stent

frame combined to open upper stabilization arches makes

it potentially more favorable for CA. However, for

ViV‐TAVR procedures, consideration should be given to the

implantation depth, as studies have shown that valve expansion

and subsequent valvular function are optimal when the upper

crown is positioned above the level of the surgical posts.8

Furthermore, recently described techniques to achieve optimal

commissural alignment should be followed to avoid interaction

between the surgical valve posts and the free leaflets of the

ACURATE valve.9,10 Finally, all cannulation techniques were

performed in a patient‐specific ex vivo pulsatile flow simulator

with a specific surgical bioprosthetic valve (Perimount 25).

Therefore, further testing is required to determine the reproduc-

ibility of these findings in vivo, under different anatomical

settings, and with the use of different surgical bioprosthetic

valves.

F IGURE 2 Left coronary cannulation techniques with commissural alignment. Fluoroscopic and endoscopic views demonstrating how a
Judkins left, Extra back‐up, and Amplatz Left 1 catheter were used to cannulate the left coronary artery via both an internal and external
approach in the presence of good commissural alignment between the transcatheter valve and left coronary ostia. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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3 | CONCLUSION

We demonstrate for the first time, via ex vivo simulations, the

different cannulation techniques possible with the ACURATE neo2

valve in the setting of ViV‐TAVR. Knowledge of these different

cannulation techniques and how they may interact with valve leaflets

will be useful for operators when faced with challenging coronary

cannulation after TAVR.
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